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MO;RE-OSBOURNE
(continued from page 139)
~ecause }

like money to me,

was _living in Canada. But it was

du,ring the ,_ week of .the Grammys, and I went

RW: Do they lift you onto their shoulders?
KO: No, .it's
~W:

make shapes, kind of like abstract expressionism. ;

two girls.

But . I have a gift -for melody, so I know when_.it

[laughs.] You could get two he~vy duty dykes

sounds noo_dley-which is more than most con-.

to do that.

temporary composers know.. [both laugh] Forgive -

KO: In _cut-Lip jeans and black :wifebeaters.

my arrogance, but it's true!

.

down · to_·.~reakfast, . and I sat next · to Annie

RW: _That'd be ~ute. Kelly, l'in rea.lly excited that

Lennox, . which was amazing because she

.you're doing well and that you seem to be in

looked exactly _like Annie Lennox. And then _I
went up to the hottub, and I was sitting ·next

~ood ~headspace.
: "
_.
K(): That's only due to $20,000 worth of ~herapy,

to <Cyndi Lauper who looked · nothing like

let me tell you! [both laugh]

a.

-.

'

.·~

CP:' I read -somewhere that you particula~ly like..
Cezanne.
Is that true?
.

~

JM: No. In fact, in the '80s I bit the bullet and found c:

an original voice as an abstractionist. Initially, I had
ho respect for abstraction, and ·1took that with me

Cyndi Lauper. [laughs]

to art .school, where ali the profs were pouring

KO: Do you know what's ·so ~nny? I think. she

paint down-incline.planes. [laughs] There I was an

stays there a lot, because one time when I was at

honor stu_
dent becau·se _
I had ·chops, .· but the atti":

the · Sunset Marquis she was working .· out in _
the

tude was: You're · a · commercial ·artist, not a fine .

· gym. -And my dad was -there, arid .1·guess j was
being . obnoxious or something,

and - she

(co~tiflued from page 1t6) be back.in tWo weeks."

artist •.. because..the time of the camera has come . .

So I asked the engineer whether he thought ·we

_ But .for ·a painter especially,; originality is the goal. _·

.

.

screamed, ."Could someone get this kid out of the

could get the record -done before he :got ·back, -

You w~nt . to pla~t the fl.ag where .no one else has

gym?!" And I started to cry.

because if I ha9 to work with him, my love of music

been, ·vyhereas in music; if you adhere to a tradition·,

RW: [laughs] I was thinking there's .. a bit of

~~~. g!)ing to die.

a Cyndi Lauper thing going on with · you as

thought so, a.A·d we got ·the r_ecord ~one within

thing original in music, because you won't get the

well, in your voice, especially with thecsecond

those tWo ·weeks. I never used a producer again

votes. In order ·to have

track, "Uh Oh." -

until I married Larry Klein.

down a lot. .

He grinned at me .and ·said he " . you'll

d~ better. If you're after rnoney, do~~t try·:·any- .

a hit,

you have to dumb.

CP: S_o you were producing yourself?

CP: Do you mostly paint _
in a.home studio?

JM: _My point is, if you have a vision and you know ·

JM: I've had official studios, especially for the

RW: I also think you sound .like.your dad.

what you w~nt, you most definite-ly don't need

abstract expressionist work, _which is messy

KO: My dad thinks that, too.

producer, but that was unheard of. I ultimately had .

KO: I take that as a huge compliment. I think she's
got one of the most unique voices

ever~

a

an~

big. But in the '90s, I thought, No, I'm going to go

RW: Do you take lessons or anything?

to put it in my contract that I didn't have to use

back to where my heart is: I'm going to paint as

KO: No. Because I .found that singing teachers

one. I mean, did Beethoven have a producer? Did

they did during the period of Van Gogh and

teach you how to sing like everyone else, and they

Mozart? On Court and Spark [1974], I sang all of

teach you a certain technique, but what I think

the

melodi~s

onto the tape. Same thing with For

Gauguin-postimpressionis,m. So I paint like that,
although those artists were formed by their reli-

makes a good singer is coming up with your own

the Roses [1972], where some of it was written out

gions. You have to be trained to believe in your

sound. Like, Gwen Stefani is not the best singer in

by a scribe and reproduced by other instruments.

imagination in order to swallow the Bible_, where-

the whole entire world, but she's got a very differ-

So that was the way I was able to score my own

as the Calvinists concluded that the Bible · was

ent voice, and there's something that's really

music, by sketching it with my voice.

really just an archaic relic and that Jesus would
ta~ing

appealing about it.

CP: Do ideas for songs or melodies come to

be more approving of

RW: So, when is your first gig at the gay club?

you at odd times, or -do you consciously sit

woods than he would of studying religious

KO: I don't know yet. I played at this one really big

down to try to write?

dogma.

gay club in New York that used to be a roller skat-

JM: Well, I don't write at all anymore. I quit eve·ry-

CP: Calvinism has been the source of a lot of

ing rink.

thing in '97 when my daughter [whom Mitchell

the hostility or indifference toward the arts in

RW: Oh, the Roxy? .

gave up for adoption in infancy in 1965-Ed.] came

the U.S. The Puritan tradition was directed

KO: Yeah.

back. Music was something I did to deal with the

toward practicality and work, and therefore

RW: How was that?

tremendous disturbance of losing her. It began

art and beauty were considered frivolous.

KO: It was really fun.

when she disappeared and ended when she

JM: Practical-I have those values, and Van Gogh

long walks in the

RW: [laughs] Speaking of gay people, are you

returned. I was probably _deeply disturbed emo-

had them too.

dating anyone?

tionally. for those 33 years that I had no child to

CP: Do you do your landscapes in the studio, or

KO: It's funny you should say that, because I'm

raise, though I put on a brave face. Instead, I

do you actually go out into nature?

honestly convinced that everyone I've ever dated

mothered the world and looked at the world in

JM: Both. But like_Picasso, I never know when

is gay.

which my child was roaming from the point of view

they're done; I live with them. I'll go, "That part is

RW: Well, I'll help you weed through the

of a sociologist. And everything I worried about

not quite right." You know, they once stopped an

garbage next time. Are you going · to have

then has turned out to be true.

old man in the Louvre trying to deface a Picasso,

dancers and stuff when you tour?

CP: It sometimes sounds as if you were thinking

and it turned out to be Picasso himself! [laughs]

KO: Yes, I have two dancers. They're from

through the piano during that period.

He was continuously dissatisfied and sometimes

England, and they're really good.

JM: I'd just sit at the piano and lay hands on it arid

buried the best painting underneath the final work.
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AN.NA ARQUETTE BY SHELBY LYNNE

WITH HER NEW DOCUMENTARY EXPLORING MUSICIANS' LIVES, ACTRESS AND FILMMAKER ROSANNA

ARQUETTE HAS FASHIONED A -LOVE SONG TO ONE OF HER GREAT PASSIONS-ROCK 'N' ROLL
Rosanna Arquette has always had a passion

candor about the current state of the music

her not making records anymore.

for rock music-and musicians have loved her

business and balancing their art arid their

RA: It's a drag, isn't it? And the reason she

right back, so much so that '80s pop super-

personal lives. Here, she speaks to another

doesn't has nothing to do with the music-it's

stars Peter Gabriel and Toto even immortal-

of the film's subjects, her friend, singer-

just the business. That's the thing that seems to

ized her in song not once, but twice. ("In Your

songwriter Shelby Lynne.

stand in everybody's way.

Eyes" and "Rosanna," respectively). Now, in

SHELBY LYNNE: Hi, Rosanna!

SL: It's the same with putting out a cool documentary-you've got to find somebody on

Arquette's forthcoming documentary, All We

ROSANNA ARQUETTE: Hi! Thanks so much

Are Saying, she commits her love of rock to

for your record-it's really beautiful, as· usual.

the screen. In the film Steven Tyler, Thom

SL: Thank you. And I love your movie! I loved

Above: Rosanna Arquette wears a jacket and

Yorke, Chrissie Hynde, and Stevie Nicks, to

that part .when you were talking to Joni

shirt by BRIONI. Jeans by LIVE JEANS. Shoes

name a few, speak their minds with startling

Mitchell, saying how upset you were about

by PRADA.

64

t he business side who can see your vision.
RA: Yeah. Once you have that you can't lose.
Art is such an important part of our culture. It's
something Sheryl Crow touches on in the movie
when she says that if you take the arts out.of the
schools it becomes really dangerous.

SL: But it is happening, you know. Chrissie
Hynde was saying that rock 'n' roll ended
when we started hiring stylists. I always feel
like to really be in style you need to be as outof-style as you can be. One of my favorite
rock concerts was Led Zeppelin at Madison
Square Garden, where they performed "The
Song Remains the Same," and you could see
Robert Plant's dick hanging down through
his pants. We need more dick in rock 'n' roll,
you know what I'm saying? [laughs] That's
rock 'n' roll!
RA: Yeah , man-chicks with dicks. [laughs]
SL: Did you find it interesting how much
musicians love talki ng about themselves?
RA: I never picked up on any of that; I found they
talked about the music and not about themselves.

SL: Sometimes musicians get a rap for being
bitter or not very nice.
RA: I th ink people try to say that about Joni, but
if you really hear what she's talking about, it all
makes sense. And she's not saying anything
that anyone in the arts doesn't feel- because it
sucks these days.

SL: How do you think artists should handle
taking a stand on politics or things they feel
are just flat out wrong?
RA: You have the perfect place to put that passion- in your music, wh ich I think is really great.
You just sing what you believe in , and you put it
out there in your songs. That's what Dylan did.

become su ch big business.

always be some kid who's the new Kurt Cobain

That's what all the great artists have done-John

SL: It's not like in the old days when you could

writing great lyrics and singing from his soul. The

Lennon , Paul McCartney, Joni Mitchell, Crosby,

just get on a bus or throw some amps in the

problem is they're not marketing that anymore

Stills & Nash. These are the people that worked

back of the Cadillac and go make music. It

or putting it out th ere. I want to hear acoustic

for their beliefs and put it in their music. Music

costs so much to go out there. And then you

guitar and a voice like you rs.

used to change people's minds-and it still

get the frustration from the fans who want to

changes mine.

know why you don't tour more often. And the

SL: Do critics have too much power?

answer is, "Because I can't afford it!" So why

(Capitol Records) , was released in May. Above:

RA: Usual ly they're just frustrated artists th em-

did you want to make this film?

Dress by MOSCHINO. All jewelry by SID VIN-

selves that never made it. But I think the most

RA: Because I love music and musicians. And

TAGE. Cosmetics by M •A• C. Hair products by

important thing for an artist is to not worry

seeing great artists dropped from labels was

GARNIER FRUCTIS STYLE. Styling: ARIANNE

TUNNEY/artistsbytimothypriano.com. Hair: DUKE

Shelby Lynne's most recent album, Suit Yourself

about what anybody else thinks. You just have

really frustrating and sad to me. Tom Petty says

to do what comes from your heart and your

that rock 'n' roll has gone the way of jazz and

SNYDER/ margaretmaldonado. com . Makeup:

being and put it out there- that's true in any of

blues- unfortunately it's true that it's not in the

GABRIEL GEISMAR/margaretma/donado.com.

the arts . It's just unfortunate that music has

forefront of popular culture now. But there wil l

Fasbion details page 141 . Photos: JEFF MINTON.
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